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KeyedIn® Solutions Selected as a 2014 Red Herring  
Top 100 Global Company  

Prestigious List Recognizes Vision, Drive and Innovation that Define  
World’s Most Successful Entrepreneurial Ventures 

Minneapolis, MN (December 11, 2014) — KeyedIn® Solutions, an innovator in SaaS- 

and aPaaS-based business solutions, today announced that it was selected as a 2014 Red 

Herring Top 100 Global company, a list that recognizes leading private companies from North 

America, Europe and Asia for innovation and technologies across their respective industries. 

The Red Herring Top 100 Global list has become a mark of distinction for identifying 

promising new companies and entrepreneurs. Red Herring editors were among the first to 

recognize that companies such as Facebook, Twitter, Google, Yahoo, Skype, Salesforce.com, 

YouTube and eBay would change the way we live and work.  

“Choosing the companies with the strongest potential was by no means a small feat,” 

said Alex Vieux, publisher and CEO of Red Herring. “After rigorous contemplation and 

discussion, we narrowed our list down from hundreds of candidates from across the globe to the 

top 100 winners. We believe KeyedIn Solutions embodies the vision, drive and innovation that 

define a successful entrepreneurial venture. KeyedIn Solutions should be proud of its 

accomplishment.” 

“We’re excited about our inclusion in the Red Herring Top 100 Global list and 

congratulate our team, which makes our success possible,” said Lauri Klaus, CEO of KeyedIn 

Solutions. “At KeyedIn, we’re focused on driving business results for our clients through 

innovative Cloud-based business solutions. This honor is a validation of that business model – 

when our clients succeed, we succeed.” 

The Red Herring editorial staff evaluated the companies on both quantitative and 

qualitative criteria, such as financial performance, technology innovation, management quality, 

strategy and market penetration. This assessment of potential is complemented by a review of 

the track record and standing of startups relative to their peers, allowing Red Herring to see past 

the “buzz” and make the list a valuable instrument of discovery and advocacy for the most 

promising new business models from around the world. 

 

 



 

 

 

About KeyedIn® Solutions 

KeyedIn® Solutions helps organizations simplify business processes, improve 

performance and drive results in the Cloud through an innovative combination of SaaS and 

aPaaS solutions.  

The company’s SaaS-based business systems include KeyedIn Manufacturing, a 

configurable ERP that drives operational excellence in the Cloud for manufacturers, and 

KeyedIn Projects, a strategy-led and execution-driven project management solution.  KeyedIn 

Konfigure aPaaS is transforming custom enterprise-level application development, building new 

business systems and system components with greater speed, agility, and innovation. 

When businesses need results fast, they look to the Cloud – and turn to KeyedIn 

Solutions. You should too. Keep up with us at www.keyedin.com, Twitter @KeyedInSolution; 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/KeyedInSolutions; or LinkedIn: KeyedIn Solutions, Inc.    
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